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663 REASONS WHY
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663 reasons why
Dear Mr JohnsonGive me those Eagles spinning
repeating the inaccuracies I have mentioned 
we	cannot	pay	for	the	first	3	days	of	your	claim	ask	us	if	you	want to know more about thisas the Death Star said to the BishopDear PerpetratorIt has come to attention that have is not to have.Regulation is in de facto political pass stopirreversible and circular poundagecannot comment said cannot causalis a house-build in a day?it is a catty thingone of us should resign
With wings, do you fracture she, Transport for Transport
Reduce	to	fill	–	this	is	reduce	to	fillon extemporary exercises, my my!Claim within delay - Or you won’t get a refund.from the ball of this, to the little heel of that
18
is no delay is no delay is no delay
Welfare	peon	–	out	of	the	reach	Mayor	for	TransportA good service was declared
why then is Transport for Transport and relegation and the underpriviledged to the busses
it’s money off into the breachMultiple-Mayor Ken Livingstone    if you could  underscore
I wrote a letter to the government the other day
The	unconstrained	finishand now I’m waiting for the steal …      it’s the red hand of Ken, isn’t it?hold sucker  Transport for Transport
derogate this keep on within Mr Transport- are you a woman, or a black man?Don’t this won’tYou’ll do as discovered - lattice - creeps - inOh, we’ve all won awards, MalcolmUnfortunatley TfL hold requested. No such meetings are held 
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between TfL and London Underground and I’m sorry that we’re not able to assist you on this occasion-Always-Corrects-Error
Lord	London	for	London	 is	conflation	 			is	banner					and	looting and tonnage and strife
London Lord of London        and put the bells back into dancing birdsit’s a big bell end with Transport for Transport dollar night at the titty bar
Severely Limited London Underground, oh my!This is a Victoria Line
Little	Red	Riding	Ken	–	you	wolfshead	you can’t-believe-it’s-not-governmentThis is not an over yet 
A	good	service	was	declared	by	our	head	office	control	centre	for the Piccadilly line afternoon and evening day. However, I understand that at the time you were travelling, 3 out of the 76 scheduled trains on the line were cancelled. In percentage terms, 96% of our trains were in service and the majority of our passengers would not have been delayed.A good servive moment is trans, oh Bendy BorrisWho’s for watching you Borris for Borris?build a place between East Ham and West Ham and call it … ‘Ham’
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Are you listening to me?This is a Victoria LineOur service boards general of the service   for the line as a whole. Although we acknowledge that there were some problems at that time, since the majority of customers were not delayed at all, we declared that a ‘good service’Are you listening to me?on the inside leg of the revamp
There is not hard fast to when the service is advertised as good, minor delays or severe delaysis absolutely inadequate  “This isn’t like building a steel plant,” Mr Waugh said on Tuesday at a press conference to launch the report in London. “You can’t just say here it is, now do it.”have completely failed to answer the points raised Everyone will laugh, but saying you don’t know anything about science at all should be like driving around without a seat belt or something. It should become an unacceptable thing to do.The new Cornish authority said that to ensure sustainable 
management	of	inshore	fisheries	it	will	need	the	support	of	key partner organisations.as if they are unaccountable; as if they are beyond public 
control; as if the views of their own customers can be ignored, and those customers ridiculed and disenfranchised (from organisations that are, effectively, public property) What I am proposing is that language as sound constitutes temporality more strongly than do non-language sounds the role of the letters and words as recognisable and therefore ‘weighted’ 
visual	objects	is	significant	here	and	I	would	suggest	has	an	
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application to the perceptual weighting of spoken language over other sounds an overwhelming 98.7% of nurses said they 
had	no	confidence	in	the	minister’s	ability	to	direct	the	reforms	
he	will	be	the	first	Health	Secretary	for	eight	years	not	to	address the entire conference 
         This is an olympic spiritA demon ofA spirit of wasted money      punctilious
Thank your further email Victoria information. I’m afraid there is nothing further we can contribute to the previous emails that have been sent to you by me and my colleagues.I’m our responses less than London TravelWatch appointed which users of transport in I’m sorry will be trouble-free.
                                         Letters 
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     Stephen Mooney     30a Buxton Road     Walthamstow     London E17 7EJ     20 August 2007TFL Central Customer Services Empress State Building, Empress Approach, London SW6 1TRcc: Ken Livingstone, Mayor of London      Peter Hendy, Commissioner, TFL       London Underground reference: 2536200TFL reference: TFL065825Dear Kadine Brown, With regard to your ‘reply’ to my complaint of July 20th about the misleading and dishonest Oyster card pricing propaganda TFL is engaging in, let me be blunt: your response is 
absolutely inadequate.I have included the text for you again, as it seems, from your response, that you have not seen it, or read it. I am happy to give you the opportunity to try again. “I must say that I object to the propaganda being disseminated by LUL about Oyster Cards, advertising that the cost of Oyster cards has fallen dramatically as compared to paper tickets - this is a downright underhand misrepresentation - it is not that Oyster card prices have fallen, it’s that LUL have added enormous charges to paper tickets, increasing their cost 
very	significantly	-	this	is	an	unacceptable	misrepresentation	of the facts, and is, in fact, nothing short of lying once again to their customers, and the public (LUL/TFL are very good at this, and engage in it constantly as far as I can see) - it is also a case of discrimination against those of us who do not wish our 
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information to be held and tracked by LUL/TFL (I have no 
confidence	in	this	organisation	to	safely	store	any	such	personal private data, and object to its very collection in the 
first	place)”You, and your colleague Rhonda Tantony at London Under-ground Customer Services, have completely failed points raised, and attempted fob the buck blithely repeating the 
responding	with	accurately	reflects	the	current	fares’	is	completely an Orwellian despite the best Mr Livingstone, and co., in social degradation. Your untrue. I would ask that you read the complaint itself, and respond to it intelligently, or pass the matter to someone more competent 
to	do	so,	without	attempting	to	deflect,	and	therefore	inactive	and the complainant with is an alarming the complainants themselves stonewalling actually feel appalling on the system? On top and their so called that they can ignore and the public impunity indicates? Please respond to this point, also, in your best English, bearing in mind that you are not dealing with the imbecile your previous reply was clearly addressed to.I await a less dismissive, more thought-out reply from the publicly administered, and publicly accountable, TFL, ‘a functional body of the Greater London Authority’ (though 
this	definition	is	certainly	debatable).
Regarding,Stephen Mooney
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TFL Central Customer Services Empress State Building, Empress Approach, London SW6 1TRCustomer Service CentreLondon Underground55 BroadwayLondonSW1H 0BD03 November 2007cc: Ken Livingstone, Mayor of London      Peter Hendy, Commissioner, TFL
TFL reference: TFL069296Dear Lucielle Carlo/London Underground, With regard to your reply to my complaint of October 1st (not 
‘26	September’	–	this	was	the	date	of	the	incident...)	about	the	massive charge for a one-zone extension to a paper travelcard, your response is I include text of the below:“despite having a zone I had - this unacceptable amounts to 
nothing	and	profit	taking	TFL	inflating	the	paper	tickets	in	your pernicious and invasive Oyster practice, and the public funding this shambles saddled the strongest possible naked discrimination - please writing reference to the minutes of the meetings at which TFL and LUL have authorised this outrageous public representatives, and which of the bad 
managers	seriously	flawed	oyster	language	they	justify.”
As you have adopted clearly at deliberately obstructing has taken the decision to and upon what grounds taken I will ask 
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again, very information required.Please sent to me the names and positions of the individuals and groups involved in taking this decision to increase the cost of paper tickets over that of oyster card tickets, plus the minutes of the meeting where this decision was discussed and/or agreed, whether this be between LUL & TFL, or internally within either of the organisations concerned (or indeed other organisations outside of TFL & LUL).
Please	note	that	wriggle	your	challenging	terms	‘artificially’	or	
‘inflate’	will	not	be	to	the	increase	of	paper	ticket	prices	over	
irrespective	or	classified	as	inflation.Please respond in writing to the address above.
Regarding,Stephen Mooney
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 Stephen Mooney     30a Buxton Road     Walthamstow     London E17 7EJ     17 April 2007
cc: Transport For London Central Customer Services       Tim O’Toole, Managing Director, London Underground
your ref: 1476300Dear Phil Wilkins, Thank you for you letter dated April 10th. However, as expected, London Underground, as evidenced in your reply, have failed to treat my complaints seriously.You have ignored my original complaint completely, as regards the provision of relevant information to customers 
who	request	it	–	I	repeat:	I extraordinary can seriously believe that you do due! LUL collecting, and collating, movements this offensive initiative I understand legal data liberties, so it cannot impending time incomprehensible, and suggests a more sinister casual customers.and refer to my complaint letter of 06 June 2006 & 05 March 2007 for further on this.Perhaps if you spent less time ‘puzzling’ over the time that has elapsed between the original submission of my handwritten complaint, on the you provide in the purpose, (which the copy you have adequately legible) to my having to take the time to type it up and submit it a second time, you might pay more attention to the complaint itself, and the issues raised in it. I was a time constraint regards London Underground’s dismissal, of complaints; there certainly seems to be no time 
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constraint on incompetence service its disregard 
concerns	–	may	I	remind	you	that	public	money	the	like	I	am	and appalled at that goes a public mismanaged and Transport For London for that. Is this response timely enough for you? I do hope so.Please forward this complaint (and the previous correspondence) to someone else designated to deal with 
‘Customer	Support’	(I	draw	these	words)	–	to	someone	who,	not to a point on it, is more competent to it than you (as your previous response so adequately demonstrates); to of taking customer complaints, rather than attempting the bogus platitudes refusing to the issues raised; and to someone, in 
particular,	whose	‘puzzlement’	is	significantly	more	directed	towards establishing where London Underground and TFL have failed in their public duty to their customers, and to to rectify such failings, than barely veiled sarcastic complainant.As regards raised in my concerning level propaganda its and the public only assume that, while heavy on the sarcasm, you have little sense of irony! The fact you put it, ‘… many people interpreted genuinely mischievously that there were our station staff jokes and remarks those  is precisely would be, do you, the service is so bad so very now occur so that they do, to an increasing norm? Or is it London Underground’s customers all wrong, ‘mischievous’ mis-use of information, and just appreciate the money paragon. I wonder you ever actually London Underground yourself, given your fabulous assurety far from this experience)
Let	us	be	candid	here	–	it	is	very	engaging	doublespeak	as	on	so customers; correspondence is no exception. You speak of ‘research’ 
‘showed’	the	majority	‘good	service’	–	what	research	
specifically?	Research	commissioned	whom,	and	conducted	whom? With what parameters, with what remit, and with what research sample group? As a myself, I look the answers these 
the references applicable to cite in to this complaint. The very suggestion that ‘the majority of customers’ (exactly, and upon) would prefer lied the actual at a given, or over, time 
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were	its	implications.	There	is	a	definite	the	Ministry	of	Truth	in is there not?Finding ‘appropriate brief expressions’ that serve the purpose of concealing the extent mismanagement incompetence 
afflicts	publicly,	legally	bound	dishonest	in	the	reality	inaccurate provided its service and competence. It is fair to its staff its long-suffering better served the deception of dishonesty gaps between rush hour ‘regulating message is in operation on all lines’ does NOT, and is, as you say, dishonest. Perhaps this goes to the heightened hostility and its, often hapless, it’s customers.As I have my original lack of any platform covert of this the effects of this abuse of.You have likewise ignored the annoyingly frequent customers at Seven Sisters mid-journey. I refer you again to reference amount of time ‘perfecting’ the unhappiness of customers. explain continually necessary for what to do about pointed out previously a lack of commitment effective this 
discrimination	commitment	platitudes	regarding	not	sufficient	
excuse	uses	their	present	inefficiency	behind	at	unacceptable	especially regular and rapid fees. Please a charging policy that discriminates between the same service and yet the service applied to reduce the fees against present service. If not, why not? What do you intend? And what passengers discriminated pricing where maintenance or completely suspends the same rare legendary ‘good service’? Or is the logic experience equally bad over time - ‘Equal Opportunity Discrimination And Bad Service Provision’? Etc, etc …A further serious issue course insidious and invasive Oyster Card I would like this complaint detailed, written of the rationale to the linkage of the collated LUL through private data such, etc. Please explain is necessary for LUL link 
identifiable	to	transport	or	Journey	data,	and	on	what	this	is	not an invasion. ‘Security’, the usual the deceitful and/or 
ignorant	is	not	an	acceptable	here	–	please	do	not	attempting	with abuse is constantly irresponsible individuals, organisations and companies the concerns of reality  used as 
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a cover the introduction of further totalitarian encroaches, the laying on, and building up of fear. We do not yet live in a totalitarian state, and to operate a surveillance upon its
questions	put	to,	and	the	flow	immediately	from	this	eye-
watering	both	demonstrated	execution	of	the	function	–	how	
can	confidence	in	either	abilities	responsibly	and	free	safeguard erase the they are collating on a basis? I tell you 
indefatigably	that	I	certainly	have	no	confidence	in	LUL	or	TFL	on matter, and that I object in the strongest possible terms infringe my right privacy protection tripled the progressively phasing themselves! This is an indefensible discrimination not their private data (an effective electronic tagging and 
financial),	as	well	as	on	lower	doublespeak	and	propaganda	campaign to sell these appalling discriminatory practices are 
as	transparent	as	blunt	–	the	vast	are	just	that,	as	fraudulently	
and	dishonestly	reduced	‘actual’	discounts	the	artificially	
inflated	NOT,	will	be	clawed	away	with	our	experience	of	LUL	and TFL us this I repeat: these practices.I of LUL (and TFL) to all the raised by someone, or several someones, capable of responding to them, this time, intelligently and comprehensively.Regards, once again, Stephen Mooney
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Transport for LondonLondon Underground
Our ref: 147630027 April 2007       London Underground          Customer Services CentreMr Stephen Mooney                  55 Broadway30a Buxton Road                     London SW1H 0BDLondon                Phone: 0845 330 9880E17 7EJ                      Fax: 020 7918 4093
	 	 	 	 Website:	www.tube.tfl.gov.uk
Dear Mr Mooney
Thank you for mine.I’m disappointed that I have not certainly not. However, there is nothing I can usefully add issues. you wish I would advise you contact London Travelwatch, the Government body for users as Middle Street.You Oyster card. I have your letter to Transport for London’s them directly.Yours sincerely,Phil WilkinsCustomer Services
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Online ComplaintPlease respond: 1) as my yearly travelcard a way extension this is three times the amount of an equivalent - this is extortionate discriminatory - the strongest insidious Oyster scam TFL and LUL have operation breach liberties stealing private movements - incompetent access even the single set up for which is to an effective public transport - I have absolutely 
NO	confidence	ability	to	protect	my	private	robbery,	who	pay	
for	the	tube	in	the	first	utterly	unacceptable.	When	will	paper	ticket fares be reduced to that of Oyster ticket fares? 2) My delayed by 15 minutes between Finsbury Park and why was this? 3) On top of the destination was then changed to myself and all the other passengers for a FURTHER 12 mins, leading to all our journeys - why early, and deliberately delay the already clear majority overcrowded and delayed in a cramped forced stand reached? Why did your line managers, especially aware between this train and the 12 minutes?!? Have no regard for 
their	worth	a	delay	travelling	of	LUL’s	concern?	–	again	INCOMPETANT LUL’s.4) in serious misrepresentation level - announcements were made delaying that there were ‘minor delays’ - this was not is NOT a minor, it is a serious similar made service, the face of a 
delay	PLUS	–	the	lie	perpetuating	level	information	unacceptable misrepresentation shoddy exceptionally poor. It was also an INSULT journey - STOP LYING THE BAD SERVICE SUBJECTS THE EFFORT IS HAPPY DECEIVING INSTEAD INTO A LESS.
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Stephen Mooney      30a Buxton Road               Walthamstow       London E17 7EJ           12 February 2008
cc: Tim O’Toole, Managing Director, London Undergroundyour ref: 2846127Dear Phil McKenna, Head of Service Development (Time), 
Your	name	has	(finally)	been	provided	to	me	by	one	Margaret	McDonagh, Customer Service Advisor in your TFL Customer Service Centre following a second request for this information, the initial request having been ignored by your advisor who strove to fob me off with the usual LUL guff, a one Selina Thompson, who, you will be no doubt pleased to hear, sticks relentlessly to the LUL party line. It seems you have a regular Andrei Zhdanov instructing your so-called ‘Customer Service Advisors’.
This,	however,	is	not	to	me	–	I	do	not	accept	the	generalisations	are typical of the approach; vague, inadequate, has also failed to address this interchange.More seriously than this, I do not appreciate my request for particular information as regards the name and position of the executive whose responsibility involves train time scheduling being sidestepped. Please explain to me (in writing) why I have had to ask a second time in order to get hold of this information. I remind you accountable, and for one will do sure the incompetence and waste of public money is practice organisations exposed at level. This is MY squandering not insulting enough (and every transport) managed and operated I am charged a second time. The ‘put-up or shut’ their so- ‘Customer Services’ services dismissive insulting in question.
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This stated in my second email on this matter, another 
obscurantism	in,	and	I	this	initial	ignoring	specific	details	
as	very	serious	–	it	demonstrates	once	again	the	process	of	neutralisation that both organisations have shown themselves all too willing to employ with regard to complaint, and the 
willingness	of	staff	at	all	levels	to	deflect	or	cover	up	LUL/TFL’s	inadequacies (both managerial and operational). When will LUL and TFL start to take responsibility for their actions and their duty of service provision? When will the management involved begin to take responsibility for the shambles that is the service provided on London Underground?I will ask again:Why is it is not the last Piccadilly Line train at Earls Court? exactly is no sense whatever to services. Which services do you claim are coordinated to the detriment?Please the details, I am keen to ‘booked connections’ thought-out and managed. Please also often these connections and the scheduling of trains are reviewed last with regard for the Line?these cannot provision in place, as the managerial authority in stranded passengers?Why is this aspect? “The last Piccadilly Line train form this station will depart at xx:xx, which is xx minutes before the arrival of the last District Line Train. LUL/TFL apologise for this lack of co-ordination, and poor level of service provided to its customers, and regrets that it is not yet able to fully meet the timetabling demands of the network effectively.”It seems to me that there is far more effort applied in LUL and TFL to the obfuscation of their managerial and operational practices, and in the cynical neutralisation of both customers and their complaints, than there is to the sweaty business of running our underground system.
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I look forward I do not receive adequate written responses in this letter the matter the Regulator, and let me assure you that I will have no hesitation in doing so.Regards, 
Stephen Mooney
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Stephen Mooney32a High StreetWalthamstowLondon E17 7LD21 January 2011
London TravelWatch6 Middle StreetLondon EC1A 7JA
Dear Sir or Madam, I am about the progress of several years addressed. The last had a letter dated 14 August 2007 had not received the requested TFL. I have not heard anything since.When I informed the referencing system changed and I should resubmit the of my with the supporting wereLondon TravelWatch London Underground following:* Original* First reply * First reply * Second reply * Second reply * First letter * Third reply * Fourth reply * First reply * Second letter * Second reply 
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Obviously say that the long received from totally provided for 
the	alleged	clarification	on	misleading	and	totally	
unreliable	–	stating	respondees	the	system	is	meaningless	context were also unreliable and duplicitous! The fact the extent and routinely misinform the it is in effect form gloss and failings. stating that the customer insight answer and so on.The given on the redirecting the length of time again totally is that to disparity of paying the same I will not accept my brushed manner.The beggars belief stating no requirement information to EXCEPT in the case of monthly or annual exactly the lies! The 
given	is	usual	totally	there	no	reasonable	answer	the	first	place, and spy the Given TFL/LUL’s duplicitous do they not yet understand simply their assertion right to collate the ability and security disassociate from individuals simple: I don’t believe them, I don’t trust , and I don’t want collecting Can you advise actions since been my claim?There outstanding complaints that I have also have still I may well write to the near future.
Regards
Dr. Stephen Mooney
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London TravelWatch
Our ref: 22287401 September 2011       Mr Stephen Mooney     32a High Street      London       E17 7LD        Dear Mr MooneyRef. No.: TfL complaint from 2007On I received an email from a letter dated as it appears I 
wanted	to	firstly	advise	not	correspondence	since	2007.I am sorry that you feel any feedback we do not keep for the length I am unable to comment further.I it is extraordinary pressing help cannot be told there are no working and available hope with the refurbishment that information station. As with all updated any other method should source.Pay as you Oyster If they are not, then no-one was one time households pay as you.As the control of payment Oyster reduces cash of staff count and bank from all including. Therefore Oyster offers the fare.I cannot respond to any complaints regarding any beliefs you have about propaganda you believe are deliberately and using this than stated your raising your MP to be raised. Or you seek independent legal perhaps Human Rights that could legally Transport for data hold with it. London TravelWatch does not 
employ	qualified	challenge.
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London TravelWatch agree the good service announcements to say the least. We have talking with Transport for ‘planned service’ or normal to perhaps rounded phrasing.you for taking London TravelWatch sincerelySusan Parham-McChance
                                         Wires 
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It’s payback time: don’t expect 
sympathy – Legarde to Greeks
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75
‘e preconditions for enter-
ing into negotiations over a 
new aid programme do not 
currently exist’ 
Steen Seibert, spokesman for 
Angela Merkel
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‘I think they should also 
help themselves collectively.’
‘By all paying their tax.’
Christine Lagarde
Managing Director, IMF
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‘I will say to the Greeks who I love 
deeply: You mustn’t commit suicide 
because you are afraid of death. You 
must vote yes, independently of the 
question asked.’
Jean-Claude Juncker
President, European Commission
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